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Abstract

Molecular fingerprint methods are widely used to compare microbial communities in

various habitats. The free program StatFingerprints can import, process, and display

fingerprint profiles and perform numerous statistical analyses on them, and also estimate

diversity indexes. StatFingerprints works with the free program R, providing an environment

for statistical computing and graphics. No programming knowledge is required to use

StatFingerprints, thanks to its friendly graphical user interface. StatFingerprints is useful

for analysing the effect of a controlled factor on the microbial community and for establishing

the relationships between the microbial community and the parameters of its environment.

Multivariate analyses include ordination, clustering methods and hypothesis-driven tests

like 50–50 multivariate analysis of variance, analysis of similarity or similarity percentage

procedure and the program offers the possibility of plotting ordinations as a three-

dimensional display.
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Molecular fingerprint methods and especially those based

on capillary electrophoresis (CE), such as terminal restriction

fragment length polymorphism (T–RFLP), single-strand

conformationpolymorphism(SSCP)orautomatedribosomal

intergenic spacer analysis (ARISA) offer, at little cost, a

rapid high resolution snapshot of the overall community in

a sample (Hori et al. 2005; King et al. 2005; Hong et al. 2007;

Zinger et al. 2007). Consequently, they have been widely

used in various environments to compare the communities

of numerous samples (Osborn et al. 2000; Leclerc et al. 2004;

King et al. 2005; Tatsuoka et al. 2006; Babendreier et al. 2007;

Guo et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2007). However, the fingerprint

profiles generated are difficult to analyse. First, they need

to be processed before they can be compared, and second,

the large data sets generated require multivariate statistical

methods.DedicatedprogramslikeGeneMarker(SoftGenetics

Inc.), Safum (Zemb et al. 2007), DAx (Van Mierlo program)

or GeneScan (Applied Biosystems) provide no or only

rudimentary statistical tools, with limited, if any, export

possibilities to perform further analyses. They are also

expensive. Furthermore, pre-programmed algorithms cannot

be parameterized sufficiently to be satisfactorily used for

ecological purposes (Zemb et al. 2007). For example, it was

recently demonstrated that the area under the peaks is

informative and must be taken into account for statistical

analysis; hence, programs need to be able to retain this

background information (Loisel et al. 2006).

Therefore, due to the wide use of fingerprint methods

and the inadequacy of current programs for processing

and analysing fingerprint profiles, we developed a free

program called StatFingerprints. No programming

knowledge is required to use it, thanks to its friendly

graphical user interface (GUI). It can i) import raw files

containing fingerprint profiles (FSA, ASCII), ii) process

fingerprint profiles (alignments, normalization, etc.), iii)

estimate diversity indexes, iv) perform univariate and a
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wide range of multivariate statistical tests, and v) plot in

three dimensions with dynamic control. The program

StatFingerprints works with R: a free program providing

an environment for statistical computing and graphics

(R development Core Team 2008). StatFingerprints and its

user guide can be downloaded from the comprehensive R

archive network at http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

StatFingerprints/index.html. In this note, we describe some

possibilities of the program StatFingerprints.

Import and export fingerprint profiles

Fingerprint profiles from CE can be imported into

StatFingerprints using all ASCII formats (Fig. 1) and

also directly from the output of ABI PRISM sequencers

(Applied Biosystems) using the FSA files. Data generated

by traditional gel-based methods like denaturing gradient

gel elecrophoresis (DGGE) or temporal temperature

gel electrophoresis (TGGE) can also be imported as

chromatograms. All results can be exported in all ASCII

formats and plots can be exported in Metafile, Postscript,

PDF, png, bmp, TIFF or jpeg formats.

Process fingerprint profiles

CE raw fingerprint profiles can be aligned with a safe

manual control of the detection of the internal standard

peaks. The baseline of the fingerprint profiles can also be

aligned and horizontally re-oriented. The background under

peaks of fingerprint profiles, which is often considered

as noise, can be deleted. The area under each fingerprint

profile can be normalized. Processing the fingerprint profiles

in such a way is required to compare them for further

statistical analysis. Some authors prefer to transform finger-

print profiles into binary fingerprint profiles due to the semi-

quantitative information given by fingerprint methods

(Blackwood et al. 2003; Green et al. 2004; Ramı́rez-Moreno

et al. 2005). The program StatFingerprints can detect peaks

in profiles and then transform areas with and without peaks

to one and zero respectively to obtain such binary profiles.

Estimation and analysis of diversity indexes

Diversity indexes are frequently estimated from fingerprint

profiles. They summarize all the scans of a fingerprint profile

Fig. 1 Structure of the StatFingerprints program. Three main parts guide the user: (1) importation, (2) management, and (3) statistical

analysis of the fingerprint profiles. Arrow indicates successive steps. A step with double borders offers the possibility of exporting its

numerical or graphical results. Steps with a dashed border are optional.
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into a single value by taking into account the number of

peaks and their relative abundance. StatFingerprints can

estimate several diversity indexes: the richness, Simpson’s

negative logarithm, one minus Simpson, Shannon, Buzas

and Gibson’s evenness and equitability (Rosenzweig 1995;

Begon et al. 1996; Magurran 2004). The algorithm for the

detection of the peaks in the fingerprint profiles can be easily

and fully parameterized. For example, artefact peaks can be

deleted using a threshold and the peaks’ abundance can be

calculated using their heights or their areas. StatFingerprints

can perform some commonly used univariate tests:

multifactor ANOVA, Tukey’s honest significant difference,

Pearson’s correlation, Bartlett’s test or Shapiro–Wilk’s test.

These tests can be used to calculate basic statistics either on

the diversity index or on other imported variables.

Analysis of the structure of community with
multivariate statistics

The proximities between pairs of fingerprint profiles can be

calculated using 13 proximity measures: Euclidean distance,

maximum distance, Manhattan distance, Canberra distance,

Minkowski distance, Bray–Curtis similarity index, chi-

squared correlation index, Ruzicka similarity index, Roberts

similarity index, Jaccard binary index, Dice-Sørensen

binary index, Ochiai binary index, Stainhaus binary index

(Wolda 1981; Legendre & Legendre 1998; Magurran 2004).

The proximity measures between fingerprint profiles can

be explored using either ordination or dendrogram

methods (Fig. 2). Ordination methods available in the

program StatFingerprints are principal components analysis

 

Fig. 2 Analysis of CE-SSCP profiles of the

archaeal community of the digestive tract

of the rabbit and the cow using

StatFingerprints. Raw CE-SSCP profiles (a)

require processing before they can be

compared (b). Then they can be compared

using heatmap (c) or three-dimensional

nMDS (d). The black and grey colours

correspond to rabbit and cow, respectively.

Heatmap was calculated using Euclidean

distances and the Ward algorithm. The

nMDS was computed with 10 000 random

starts using Euclidean distances. The stress

of the nMDS was equal to 0.050.
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(PCA) and random starts nonmetric multidimensional

scaling (nMDS, Cox & Cox 2003; Borg & Groenen 2005).

These analysesproducea display in twoorthree dimensions

in which each point represents one fingerprint profile. From

the proximity matrix, nMDS plots points so as to respect as

much as possible the proximity measures between each

pair of profiles. On the other hand, PCA does not use the

proximity matrix. PCA calculates the linear combination

with the largest variance within scan values of all profiles

to produce synthetic variables. These synthetic variables

determine the axis of the space where fingerprint profiles

are plotted as points (Hotelling 1933). Dendrogram methods

available in StatFingerprints are hierarchical clustering and

heatmap. Seven dendrogram construction algorithms are

available: Ward, nearest neighbour, unweighted pair-group

average, average, Mc Quitty, median and centroid (Murtagh

1985; Gordon 1999). Heatmap is a hierarchical clustering

coupled with a simplified representation of the profiles

using a colour data set (the signal intensity is translated

into a gradient of colours), which facilitates the visual

interpretation of the plot.

The influence of a factor on the structure of the microbial

community has often been studied by a subjective observa-

tion of the clusterings on the ordination plot but has rarely

been statistically determined using a hypothesis-driven

test. StatFingerprints offers two hypothesis-driven tests:

50–50 multivariate ANOVA with rotations (Langsrud 2002;

Langsrud 2005) and analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) with

Monte Carlo permutations (Clarke 1993; Chapman &

Underwood 1999). ANOSIM analysis can be based on any of

the 13 proximity measures available but can test the effect

of only one factor. In the other hand, the 50–50 multivariate

ANOVA is not based on proximity measures but can test

the effect of two or more factors and their interactions. The

multivariate post-hoc test can be performed using pairwise

ANOSIM (Clarke 1993) to understand which levels differ

from the others within a factor. To go further into the

analysis and to understand which scans along a fingerprint

profile explain the difference between two groups of

fingerprint profiles (two levels within a factor), StatFinger-

prints offers either the similarity percentage procedure

(SIMPER; Clarke 1993) or iterative tests. The SIMPER calculates

the relative contribution of each scan of a fingerprint profile

to the dissimilarities between the two groups, while the

iterative test performs a univariate test between the two

groups for each scan of the profile. The univariate test can

be a T-test, Mann–Whitney or Fisher’s exact tests for normal,

non-normal, nominal (binary fingerprint profiles) variables

respectively. StatFingerprints can also calculate the variability

within each group of fingerprint profiles and test whether

this variability differs significantly between groups.

Establishing the relationship between the structure of the

microbial community and environmental parameters, for

example, a gradient pollution, is often required. For this,

StatFingerprints provides a 50–50 multivariate correlation

(Langsrud 2002; Langsrud 2005).

In conclusion, StatFingerprints provides a useful tool for

scientists in the field of microbial ecology who use molecular

fingerprint methods and especially those based on CE. It

offers, in a single free program, a way to easily manipulate

fingerprint profile output data from the sequencer, and

perform numerous statistical analyses on them. A wide

range of importing and processing methods, multivariate

statistical tests, and the ability to estimate diversity indexes

is available, using a user-friendly graphical interface. All

the results and figures are exportable and can be easily

included ina publication.Toourknowledge,StatFingerprints

is the only free program to include statistical tests like

pairwise ANOSIM, SIMPER, iterative tests or heatmap to analyse

the fingerprint data.
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